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CORE COURSE IN PHYSICS

5B08PHY : crassicar Mechanics and Rerativity

SECTION _ B

(Shoft answer type - Each question carries 2 marks. Answer 7 questions out of 10.)

5. What is length contraction ?

6. Explain any two properties of central force.

7. solve one dimensional harmonic oscillator using Lagrange equation.

- 8. Explain mass - energy relation.

L Differentiate lab and centre of mass frame of reference.

10. Explain Gravitational potential with mathematical expression.
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the terms 'Degrees of freedom, and ,constraints,, 

How they

Time : 3 Hours
Max. Marks: 4A

SECTION - A
(Very shorl answer type - Each question carries 1 mark. Answer all questions.)

1. The energy rereased during pair annihiration is approximatery

2' write down an exampre for non-horonomic constraint.

3. The velocities of two equal masses m., and m2 are.vr = Sm/s and v, = _ 4m/srespectively' lf they undergo a one dimensiori'al elasiic cotrislon, what will betheir velocities after the collision ?

4' The relation connecting torque and angular momentum is (4x1-4)

P.T.O.
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12' State and exprain the posturates of speciar theory of rerativitv.
13. Locate the centre of mass of a thin uniform rod.
14. Explain spin and orbital angular momentum.
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(7x2=14)
SECTION * C

[:::ffi'r'31{t#3lim 
tvpe - Each question carries 3 marks Answer any 4

15' Explain the principle of virtual work and hence obtain the ,,rever 
principre,,.

" ffl: fl:l=tdtuations 
where the taw of conservation of angurar momentum

17. State and prove Kepler,s second law.

1B' A body of mass m is revolving,around a pranet of mass M in a circurar orbitof radius 3R' calculate the work done in ,nitiing the body to a higher orbit ofradius 5R.

19' The mean distance between the sun and the earth is 1.4g x 1011 m. The period
SlJ:X"#lT uoj :"n,T"-TtruF ;; ;;;' carcu rate,n. i,,,.. or th e s u n

20. An efectron (m = 0.S1 1 \AeV/c1and a photon (m = 0), both have momenta2'000 MeV/c. Find the total energy of each 
(rrr = u/' ootn hav 
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SECTION _ D

(Long essay type - Each question carries 5 marks. Answer 2 questions out ot 4.)tt 
fi,|f[: nft,?fr'ffif?il 3;ffiiji;,obtain 

Lasranse equarion or motion ror an

" ,??:H,J;'ffXXifr$[l;Tation equations rrom Lorenrz transrormation How it

23. State and prove Kepler,s laws of planetary motion.
24' Exprain Michelson Morrey experiment. what is its significance ? (2x5-10)


